
the spirit of hatred because when he was a student in high school

his brother was convicted of complicity in an attempt to murder

the Czar, and was hanged for it. N Lennin devoted the rest of

his life to a determination to destroy the Czar, to destroy the

upper Z class in Russia. He studied Marxist idiology and him

self-worked out a system of control Whereby the men moved by

the spirit of hatred could be moulded into anx and

where they could be controlled and directed by a small group.
That is the essential feature of communism today. A stiaation

where a small group can lead the others so that they blindly

follow, and that if they don't they are immediately liquidated

out. No chance to cause others to follow them. It's not 100%

successful, but it has had a remarkable degreee of success.

,When a man joins the communist movemembt he turns over

his conscience, he turns over his intelligence to the direction

of the leaders of it. He becomes a puppet in their hands. I

picked up a little book called The God that Failed, and I wish

that that book could be reprinted in thousands of copies. It

was the account written by eight different men who had become
"

communists and then had left it. AU had left it for this reason:
" that having gotten into it,and reaching a very high position in

it, they came to a point where they saw that even though all

in this level were agreed that a certain thing should be done,

someone higher than them said the opposite, and rooted out

ruthlessly one of their number simply because he chose(the upper
ne) chose to do so, and the rest of them had to bow to him and

say, Yes. Or be liquidated. And these people, each individually,
had come to see the absolutely monolithic nature of its control

and in disgust had left it. That was the story of each of these

experiences of each of these different individuals. But it showed

be clever organization which Lenin worked out.

I read in the- paper the other day, that when the North

Vietnamese took over Vietnam-- took over in North

Vietnam, there was a man there from Siagon who was visiting his

parents, and he was there a few days and then managed to escape.

He tells what he had done and how the next day, the Communists

took over this city of Whey, and theytook all the able-bodied

men and took them out in the country and gave them paper and
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